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Lessons Learned from the Crucial First Decade of 
Positive Youth Development Through Community-Based 

Programming 
 

Shifting From Fixing Kids to Nurturing Communities 

Changing the world by believing in kids. 
When Kellogg Youth Initiative Partnerships (KYIP) began its revolutionary 20-year course, its 
premise was that all young people are precious assets which their communities must help to 
develop. Its promise was that it would help communities to become more nurturing environments 
for the young. 
 

"The kids believe they can change the world." Lisa Johanon, Executive Director – 
Central Detroit Christian Development Corporation  

 
Throughout KYIP’s first decade, the W.K. Kellogg Foundation and its partners in KYIP – three 
diverse Michigan communities – pursued two major changes in order to pursue positive youth 
development and to provide a program model of value to communities worldwide:  
 

1. A change from isolated social programs focused on fixing young people’s problems, to 
community collaborations devoted to helping young people develop to their fullest 
potential. 

 
2. A change from traditional grantmaker-grantee relationships and foundation-based 

programming, to local, intimate partnerships and community-based programming.  
 
In its first 10 years of facilitating change, KYIP provided an education full of lessons for its 
communities, the Foundation, and those who form the vital link between them: community-based 
KYIP staff. 
 

Engage the community 
 
KYIP staff have acquired a total-immersion education in the tough process of negotiating 
community change from within and without. Among many other discoveries, they have found the 
first principle of such change to be: 
 
Staff say it has been essential to engage a broad base of youth as active participants, to enlist 
the adult gatekeepers of youth opportunities, and to involve a host of community organizations 
and individuals in collaborations. 
 

"It is plain hard work. The challenges are not predictable and they come from 
everywhere. You need passion, for it is not a ‘cushy’ job."    Joyce Brown – 
Regional Program Director  

 



Learning from Partnering 
 

• To truly represent an asset-based approach to youth development, they must engage 
young people as partners and resources, and must solicit and apply their ideas. 

 
 

• Learning in KYIP is experiential and occurs primarily within community relationships, and 
building such relationships must be priority number one. 

 
 

• KYIP requires an ongoing process of learning and planning. Staff need to maintain a 
balanced tension between these activities, using lessons to inform planning throughout 
the process, rather than reserving them solely for long-term review and application.  

 
In becoming a responsive partner to KYIP communities, Foundation-based management has 
learned that:  
 

• Community change is a dynamic, continuous process. 
 
 

• The process takes time, deep commitment, and continual planning. 
 
 

• Traditional grantmaking for new programs, although essential, can play a relatively small 
role. Communities may first need other forms of support that pave the way for youth 
programs. 

 
 

• In community-based programming, to a much greater extent than in traditional 
grantmaking, the Foundation must be willing to share power.  

 
Together, the Foundation and KYIP communities have learned that both sides must be willing to 
make ongoing changes in "tried-and-true" systems if they are to change conditions for children 
and youth. 
 

"We are not trying to change a generation of youngsters; we are taking a 
generation to change conditions for youngsters for generations to come." Tyrone 
Baines – Director, KYIP  

 
KYIP represented a change from traditions in programming for the Foundation, which created it in 
response to social changes during the 1980s. Growing violence, premature sexual activity, drug 
and alcohol use, and other high-risk behaviors among youth spurred widespread awareness that 
something basic had gone wrong in community life – and that traditional social solutions were 
unable to make it right. 
 
Frustrated by the situation and committed to making things better for future generations, the 
Foundation designed KYIP to be one of the most comprehensive youth-development efforts ever. 
The intuitions of Foundation staff, honed by years of working with young people, shaped KYIP’s 
innovative nature:  
 



• its generation-long commitment 
 
 

• its goal of helping communities affect young people’s lives in positive ways that would 
prepare them for their future roles 

 
 

• its strategy of fostering change through intimate involvement with young people and 
communities, based on the recognition that the power to change lies within them 

 
 

• its tactic of choosing KYIP program directors from within its communities  
 
Because the Foundation intended KYIP to be a model useful to communities of all kinds and 
sizes, it chose three diverse Michigan communities as proving grounds:  
 

• an inner-city section of Detroit 
 
 

• two isolated, rural counties - Marquette and Alger - in the Upper Peninsula 
 
 

• southeastern Michigan’s Calhoun County, which includes the mid-size city of Battle 
Creek and a number of small towns  

 
Soon after KYIP’s launch, emerging research began to confirm that young people who grow up in 
caring, supportive, and educational environments are less likely to engage in high-risk behaviors. 
It also indicated that youth at risk for such behaviors can, with community help, overcome 
barriers, develop resilience, gain problem-solving and decision-making skills, and become 
committed to their education. As the nation began to look to the promises of positive youth 
development, KYIP began to help its communities realize them. 
 
Today KYIP is a part of life in its communities, and its first, rough outlines have become a 
blueprint for building environments that nurture the young. Produced by the concerted efforts of 
thousands of people through thousands of days, these are the lessons of KYIP’s first decade. 
 

"We can’t make decisions for others without involving others." 
Phyllis Meadows – Program Director, KYIP Detroit  

 
The first, last, and abiding lesson of KYIP’s first decade is: Engage the community. KYIP’s 
progress depends on whole-hearted community involvement, and its lessons are learned through 
community relationships. To engage their communities, KYIP local staff:  
 

• demonstrate, day-to-day and over time, genuine commitment to community partnership 
by sharing information, decision-making, and goal-setting. 

 
 

• strive to involve in some way everyone who lives or works in their communities, whether 
in government offices, schools, churches, social service agencies, businesses, 
neighborhood associations, or block clubs. 

 
 

• base their community relationships on respect, and approach them with awareness that 
the power to improve conditions for young people is almost entirely in the community’s 
hands. KYIP staff can help to initiate change, but communities must carry it through.  



 

Kellogg Youth Development Seminars (KYDS) 
 

Engaging the community with KYDS 
 
Created early in KYIP and conducted by all three sites, Kellogg Youth Development Seminars 
(KYDS) for young people and adults are a key component for community engagement. 
 
Through a two-year schedule of intergenerational sharing, and a challenging group curriculum, 
KYDS participants gain the knowledge and sharpen the skills required for leadership, positive 
youth development, and community capacity-building. 
 
KYDS fosters close relationships among participants of all ages, breaking down barriers to 
communication and cooperation that often separate generations. KYDS also provides 
opportunities for hands-on experience in public speaking and community participation. 
 
Young people in KYDS play leadership roles often restricted to adults, and discover that adults in 
KYDS are open to their ideas and want to help them succeed. Adults learn that young people will 
accept responsibility, are able to handle it, and sincerely care about helping their communities 
help all young people. 
 
KYDS is the basis for even greater community engagement: lasting, growing networks of KYDS 
alumni. A number of young alums already have become respected leaders in various forms of 
public service, and KYIP staff predict many others will follow. As an adult participant in Detroit 
said of the youngsters in his group, "we haven’t even begun to see their smoke!" 
 

"KYIP is for all kids. That’s what has helped the entire community embrace it."   
Judy Watson Olson – Regional Program Director, KYIP Marquette/Alger  

 
Staff have found that engaging the adult community goes hand-in-hand with the KYIP goal of 
involving young people as active participants in their own development. Such participation is 
fundamental to KYIP’s asset-based approach to youth development, and staff pursue it by 
showing respect for young peoples’ abilities, openness to their input, and willingness to provide 
programs that help young people reach their goals, rather than outcomes dictated by others.  
 

• KYIP staff reach out to a cross-section of youth, and especially to youngsters on the 
sidelines of community life. KYDS is one way that KYIP offers opportunities to promising 
young people who have not yet had a chance to shine. KYIP Advisory Councils, partners 
in community planning at each site, also put young people in leadership roles alongside 
adult leaders. 

 
 

• Each KYIP community also has distinct programs to attract young participants and 
encourage them to work toward exciting goals.  

 
In Marquette, kids designed the new Children’s Museum, from highly imaginative exhibits to a 
high-visibility heating system (a winding pink serpent). 
 
In Battle Creek, young people designed, marketed, named, decorated and help to govern Full 
Blast, a popular youth center. 
 



In Detroit, teenagers are beautifying the city and earning pocket money through a successful 
recycling program. 
 
No matter how they approach getting young people involved, KYIP staff agree: If you want to see 
a community’s doors and minds open wider, find ways to have opportunity knock for more of its 
youngsters. 
 

KYIP Detroit 
 

Hard-working teens engage a wary neighborhood. 
 
At first, inner-city Detroit residents were afraid of what the gangs of kids walking down their 
streets might be up to. To reassure them, Central Detroit Christian Community Development 
Corporation (CDC) had the young people wear identifying caps and jerseys to make it clear that 
they were up to something good: community beautification through the zabbaleen Youth 
Environment Recycling Program. 
 
Now, most residents welcome the teens, who earn pocket money by collecting soda and beer 
cans for recycling. CDC Executive Director Lisa Johanon says the $40 a month each of them 
earns is not their motivation. "It’s not enough for it to be. They do it because they want to make a 
difference, they believe they can make a difference. The kids believe they can change the world." 
 
In its third successful year, the project has engaged 15 percent of its community, or 1200 homes, 
as participants, along with corporations that contribute a thousand dollars worth of recyclable 
cans a month. Johanon believes the zabbaleen teens also bring an important message to a 
community often hostile to youth. "Too many times, people in Detroit look down on young 
people.... But kids can be productive members of the community." 
 

"It was hard to get adults to listen." Josh Hicks – Vice President, Youth Executive 
Committee, Burt Township Board of Directors  

 
Helping young people attain active community roles entails greater challenges: teaching adults to 
engage and include young people and gaining adult acceptance of youth as leaders. Adults 
remain the gatekeepers of most opportunities for youth to play significant leadership roles, and 
winning them over is essential.  
 

• In all three communities, KYIP has helped young people to become genuine participants 
and leaders, but often has met with resistance. 

 
 

• In the process, KYIP program directors have had to spend many hours helping adults 
understand that youngsters can make adult decisions, want to be involved, and will be 
responsible. 

 
 

• Even when young people have gained places on major community committees and 
boards, it has been difficult for them to gain acceptance as more than token kids. Young 
people are able and willing to take their places at the table, but adults must make their 
places meaningful.  

 



KYIP Marquette/Alger has helped young people secure many leading roles. Two or more young 
people serve on boards and committees of organizations ranging from United Way to Advisory 
Councils and the Children’s Museum. But even for this site, such progress has posed 
considerable challenges. 
 
In the community of Grand Marais, it took a year and a half to get youth on the township board, 
only to have them overlooked at their first roll call. But gradually, the youngsters of Grand Marais 
gained a voice – and went on to prove their right to it beyond anyone’s doubts. 
 

KYIP Marquette/Alger 
Young people go after a place of their own – and get it. 
 
Youngsters in Grand Marais, an isolated U. P. town of 400 permanent residents, wanted a place 
of their own – a youth center where they could get together, socialize, and play games. 
 
With help from a parent who held an open meeting of the community’s seventh to twelfth graders, 
they pursued their goal. Using organizing techniques some of them had learned in the KYDS 
Program, they formed an advisory board with a four-member executive committee. It took their 
case to the school board, Parent -Teacher-Student Organization, and township board. The young 
activists also canvassed their community, and let it be known that they were willing to work hard 
for their dream. 
 
It’s a reality now, thanks in part to a $2,000 grant from Marquette’s Youth Advisory Council. 
Housed in a pole barn attached to Grand Marais’ recreation center, the new center is full of video 
and pinball games, basketball hoops, and other delights. And, with adult supervision, this youth 
center is run by youth. 
 

"The most important part of KYIP has not been the money. It has been the 
staffing."  John Seita – Program Director, KYIP Calhoun County  

 
Ten years of KYIP have borne out the wisdom of the Foundation’s early decisions to select 
program directors from within each community. 
 
As credible community residents, KYIP program directors and other staff have engaged their 
communities in ways not open to traditional grantmakers – and have found those ways productive 
but very demanding. Staff must learn through daily community involvement and lead through daily 
planning, combining these activities to create ongoing program refinement based on experience. 
In addition:  
 

• KYIP staff are invaluable bridge builders and translators between the Foundation and 
communities, enhancing mutual understanding and helping to keep communications 
open. 

 
 

• They must leverage opportunities and create linkages through day-to-day activities, 
rather than through more formal, Foundation avenues. KYIP staff accomplish this by 
serving on local committees, belonging to service groups, attending PTA meetings, and 
trying to take every opportunity to stay in touch with every realm of community life. 

 
 



• It takes time for community staff to understand the Foundation’s inner workings, and to 
feel that they are part of it. One program director said, "It took me several years before I 
referred to the Foundation as ‘we’ instead of ‘they.’" 

 
 

• While they may not be the most proficient grant writers, community staff score high in 
practical expertise, acquired by working in the trenches every day. 

 
 

• KYIP staff serve as long-term partners in grants, providing the close involvement and 
intervention that community-based programming requires.  

 

KYIP Calhoun County 

Long-term partnership mobilizes a city for child care. 
 
From the mayor’s office and Kellogg Community College to neighborhood churches and a host of 
other organizations and individuals, Battle Creek is mobilizing for child care. Businesses are 
endowing scholarships for providers, the College is offering them new degree and certificate 
programs, churches are planning child care programs, and leaders of the effort are identifying 
older homes to be renovated as child care centers/provider residences. 
 
KYIP Calhoun County is at the core of this mobilization, as it has been from the beginning. Over 
two years ago, the Barriers to Employment & Entrepreneurship Study showed that lack of child 
care was a major barrier for mothers. The city organized a volunteer child care task force, co-
chaired by Joyce Brown of KYIP and Cherise Brandell, assistant to the city manager. Working 
with 20 residents, business leaders, neighborhood child care providers, and others, they 
developed an action plan and presented it to the community in the spring of 1998. 
 
In response, Mayor Ted Dearing committed the city to continued partnership with KYIP in the five-
year quest for quality, affordable, 24-hour child care in target neighborhoods, so that all residents 
who want to work, can work. 
 

"Community-based programming is very different than traditional grantmaking. 
The best thing any foundation board can do is commit to a lengthy dialogue on 
priorities and expectations...long before any dollars are invested." 
     Gerald Smith – Regional Program Director, KYIP Detroit  

 
Community-based programming is different. It must meet the dual challenge of supporting 
community priorities and meeting Foundation expectations. To find ways and means acceptable 
to both sides, KYIP staff must help them to search for balanced approaches through a process of 
patient – sometimes daily – dialogue and negotiation.  
 

• Staff know they cannot remake community organizations to fit the KYIP mold. They must 
accept the current skills, vision, and capacity of each community organization and build 
on them. 

 
 



• Grantmaking must be in proportion to each community organization’s ability to manage, 
but always respectful of community goals. When they first become KYIP partners, 
communities often need capacity building or other assistance before they can support 
youth development. 

 
 

• KYIP’s grantmaking must model the behavior it expects from communities, from 
collaboration to encouraging active youth participation. 

 
 

• It can take great time, energy and patient persistence to develop projects that serve 
community goals, meet Foundation expectations, and model KYIP principles. 

 
 

• It’s worth it.  
 

Key Learnings 

Infrastructure first. 
 
KYIP Marquette/Alger’s staff realized that they would need to unite health and human service 
professionals in a spirit of collaboration before making grants to individual organizations (then 
working in isolation), if the grants were to further KYIP. They organized the Human Services 
Coordinating Body, which today remains a strong and important part of the region’s infrastructure. 
 

Practicing what KYIP preaches. 
 
KYIP Calhoun County made a grant to the Marshall Community Foundation. Marshall Community 
Foundation then awarded part of the grant funds to a group of young people developing a youth-
to-youth survey, and part to a former grantee in a neighboring community, who had experience in 
collecting and disseminating similar survey information. The process was exemplary: It modeled 
collaboration, made use of existing community resources, and supported active youth 
participation. 
 

Time, patience and powerhouse collaboration. 
 
Detroit’s The Family Place is a one-stop shopping" neighborhood center where low-income 
families get support ranging from parent education to health and social services. It took KYIP 
Detroit and an 11-agency collaboration several years to get this project off the ground, but the 
results have more than repaid their effort. Young people and their families enjoy access to 
essential services – and a large community has been engaged. The collaboration first involved 
social and health agencies, but then spread throughout the city, involving its government, 
business community, and churches. The Family Place serves its community today and – as a 
model of collaboration – will serve many others in the future. 
 

"Equal contributions are not what’s important; equal commitments are essential." 
     Joyce Brown – Regional Program Director, KYIP Calhoun County  

 



KYIP has challenged the Foundation’s traditional system of grantmaking as well as its 
communities’ ways of operating. Meeting KYIP’s challenges has taught that systems change 
must be a two-way street, traveled with equal commitment on both sides. 
 
KYIP staff serve as guides, negotiators, and communicators in the process of systems change. 
They help communities to discover and define the support they will need to support positive youth 
development. They help the Foundation to understand community needs that depart from 
tradition, enabling it to respond more effectively. 
 
By facilitating continual, reciprocal changes, KYIP staff are helping community and Foundation 
systems move toward each other, and helping KYIP move forward.  
 

• New funding priorities are being accommodated. Traditional grantmaking for new 
programs is insufficient to have an impact on positive youth development long-term. 
Example: In KYIP Calhoun County’s efforts to expand community child care options, staff 
training and facilities renovation cost as much as new program development. 

 
 

• KYIP invests in communities. From the first, staff have found it necessary to fund capital 
improvements and infrastructure development – two areas well beyond the bounds of 
most foundations. 

 
 

• At times, initiatives beyond a KYIP service area are funded to facilitate partnerships 
within it. Case in point: Detroit KYIP staff often find it important to support city-wide efforts 
in order to maintain support for their work. 

 
 

• The Foundation is learning to share power. Its policies and procedures are becoming 
more flexible in response to inherent differences in community-based initiatives. Because 
they have relatively small budgets, community efforts often need funds more quickly than 
detailed grantmaking processes can provide them. And, as community residents, KYIP 
local staff are expected to make memorial gifts, send flowers for funerals, and make other 
gestures not expected of foundations.  

 
In large ways and small, the Foundation is adapting to community-based programming’s 
innovative nature. However, KYIP has taught that a foundation’s sincere willingness to help can 
be as important as the help itself. Communities hear this clarion call and better partnerships 
ensue," a staff member said. 
 

"KYIP’s agenda becomes the community’s agenda, and vice versa." 
       Steve Peffers – Program Director, KYIP Marquette/Alger  

 
One of KYIP’s most promising lessons is that community/foundation partnerships grow closer and 
more capable of meaningful cooperation over time. Near the end of KYIP’s first decade, staff and 
community representatives cooperated in a signal achievement: a formal framework to structure 
and guide KYIP’s second decade. 
 
Each KYIP site provided input for an initial draft of the framework, and representatives of each 
Advisory Council worked with Foundation staff to prepare the final document. It expresses the 
shared goals and outcomes KYIP communities will pursue well into the new century, as they 
begin to assume full ownership of youth development programs – one of KYIP’s initial goals. 
 



Collectively and individually, KYIP communities will work toward these goals:  
 

1. Communicate the message of positive youth development to all members of the 
communities and establish community-wide opportunities for young people to grow. 

 
2. Strengthen and create organizations that serve youth to better meet the needs of young 

people and their families. 
 

3. Increase the number of young people intentionally involved in their own development and 
who are meaningful partners in community life. 

 
4. Establish viable long-term vehicles to help communities create, institutionalize, 

coordinate, and sustain youth development efforts as well as keep the development of 
children and youth a top priority. 

 
5. Contribute to, shape, and learn from other efforts that seek to improve the lives of all 

children and youth in communities, as well as educate all community members about 
effective practices in the areas of positive youth development and related fields.  

 
The new framework is intended to make the next decade even more productive and educational 
than the first, and there are good reasons to believe it will. One reason is that the process of 
creating the framework helped to achieve greater consensus throughout KYIP. Another reason is 
that it is a permanent guide to help keep KYIP’s many, diverse efforts on course. But the 
framework’s greatest benefit may be that it reflects the lessons of KYIP’s crucial first years. 
 

Communicate...to all members of communities... 
 
Establish community-wide opportunities... 
 
Increase the number of young people...who are meaningful partners in community life... 
 
... help communities create, institutionalize, coordinate and sustain youth development... 
 
... educate all community members.... 

 
The phrases echo two recurring themes woven through KYIP’s first decade:  
 

1. The importance of working toward more balanced community partnerships by continuing 
to help communities expand their expertise in and resources for positive youth 
development. 

 
 

2. The overriding importance of people in creating more opportunities for youth. Acquiring 
funding is not one of the top-five KYIP goals, all of which are concerned about people. 
Foundation staff and management often are asked if KYIP can be replicated by others 
with less funding, and always answer yes." Community staff and their ability to build 
community partnerships are of the essence; given good staff and partnerships, KYIP can 
accomplish a great deal without a great deal of money.  

 



Whenever anyone in KYIP looks back to look forward, the framework will rekindle these hard-won 
insights and understandings – supporting the W.K. Kellogg Foundation and KYIP communities as 
they increase their efforts to provide positive opportunities for young people. A decade of lessons 
learned has shaped the framework’s thoughts, and its greatest message shines through them to 
inform the future: 
 
There are many ways to help communities become nurturing environments for children and 
young people, and KYIP must pursue all of them and discover even more ways. 
 
There is only one way to do that. 
 
Engage the community. 
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